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About This Game

In this darkly humorous 2D action-adventure game (with a dash of survival horror) you play as JOHN HARRY – a balding
moustachioed dim-witted drunk, who just drove his mos 5d3b920ae0
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English

Demo is now live! : The Beyond a Total Loss Demo has just been released! In this demo (that also serves as a prologue to the
main game) you play as Randy, a bad-tempered car mechanic and part time bootlegger. Story Randy has a bad dream, there is
someone in his bedroom and on top of that they want him to make more moonshine.. Beyond a Total Loss Demo announcement
: The demo for Beyond a Total Loss will be released next week! The demo also serves as a (nonessential) prologue to the main
game. In it, you get to play as Randy, a bad-tempered car mechanic and bootlegger.. Demo is now live! : The Beyond a Total
Loss Demo has just been released! In this demo (that also serves as a prologue to the main game) you play as Randy, a bad-
tempered car mechanic and part time bootlegger. Story Randy has a bad dream, there is someone in his bedroom and on top of
that they want him to make more moonshine.. Beyond a Total Loss Demo announcement : The demo for Beyond a Total Loss
will be released next week! The demo also serves as a (nonessential) prologue to the main game. In it, you get to play as Randy,
a bad-tempered car mechanic and bootlegger.
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